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A system of parabolic integro-differential equations modelling homogeneous and
isotropic elastic thin discs subject to axially symmetric temperature fields and
displacements is studied. Under some appropriate assumptions the questions of
existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence of the solutions upon the data
are demonstrated. The main feature of our method in this paper is that the
difficulties associated with this physical problem can be seen clearly and overcome
easily via the decoupling procedures and transformations. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider two dissimilar homogeneous and isotropic thin discs subject
i i  .to axially symmetric temperature fields u and displacements u i s 1, 2 .
i  .In addition it is assumed that the thermoelastic stresses s i s 1, 2 of
i i i  .the bodies are also axially symmetric, thus u , u , and s i s 1, 2 are
functions of the radius r and time t, relative to the reference configuration
of elastic disc 0 - r - r and annual disc r - r - 1 with r F r see Fig.1 2 1 2
. 1 . The fundamental equations for linear thermoelasticity problems ignor-
.ing the inertial effects are reduced to the following axially symmetric form
w x12, 17 ,
ui
i i iu q s a u in Q , i s 1, 2, 1.1 .r i r T /r r
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FIG. 1. The physical setting with the initial gap g s r y r .2 1
u i uiri i i iu q s c u q d u q , in Q , i s 1, 2, 1.2 .r r i t i r T /  /r r t
1  .  . 2  .  .where Q s 0, r = 0, T and Q s r , 1 = 0, T ; a , c , and d areT 1 T 2 i i i
positive constants related to the physical parameters Lame constants li
and m , thermoelasticity coefficients h , thermal conductivity coefficientsi i
k 0, mass densities of the solids r , specific heats C s, and the referencei i i
0 .temperatures T , i s 1, 2 in the formsi
h r C s h T 0i i i i i
a s , c s , and d s .i i i0 0l q 2m k ki i i i
In order to close the system we impose the initial and boundary
conditions
u 1 r , 0 s f r , 0 - r - r , u 2 r , 0 s f r , r - r - 1, 1.3 .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
u 1 0, t s 0, mu 2 1, t q nu 2 1, t s f t , 0 - t - T , 1.4 .  .  .  .  .r r
k u 1 r , t s k u 2 r , t , 0 - t - T , 1.5 .  .  .1 r 1 2 r 2
yk u 1 r , t s k u 2 r , t y u 1 r , t , 0 - t - T , 1.6 .  .  .  . .1 r 1 2 1
u1 0, t s 0, u2 1, t s 0, 0 - t - T , 1.7 .  .  .
1 .  . 1 . 1 .where u 0, t s 0 in 1.4 is due to the symmetry of u r, t s u yr, t ;r
 .  .  2 2f , f i s 1, 2 are known functions, k i s 1, 2 ; k, m, and n m q n /i i
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.  .  .0 are constants related to the physical parameters; and 1.5 ] 1.6 repre-
sent the heat exchange conditions at r s r and r s r .1 2
w xThe thermoelastic stresses are given 12, 17
ui r , t m . ii i is r , t s l q 2m u r , t q y 2 u r , t .  .  .  .i i r 5r r
y h u i r , t , i s 1, 2, .i
which can be rewritten as
ui r , t .
i i is r , t s b u r , t q a y a u r , t , i s 1, 2, 1.8 .  .  .  .i r i i 5r
where 0 - a - 1 and b ) 0 are constants. If there is no contact at thei i
1 . 2 .free surfaces we find that s r , t s s r , t s 0, and if there is a1 2
1 . 2 .contact we also find that s r , t s s r , t . Thus the stresses are equal1 2
at the free surfaces for all time. We therefore have the Signorini type of
contact conditions at the free surfaces,
u1 r , t F u2 r , t q g , 0 - t - T , 1.9 .  .  .1 2
s 1 r , t s s 2 r , t F 0, 0 - t - T , 1.10 .  .  .1 2
u1 r , t y u2 r , t y g s 1 r , t s 0, 0 - t - T , 1.11 .  .  .  . 41 2 1
 .where g s r y r is the initial gap of the two discs, and 1.9 implies that2 1
there is no penetration at the free surfaces.
The thermoelastic contacts are very common and important in industrial
applications, which arise naturally in the processes of castings and mold-
ings, in connection with the operation of thermostats and valves, and in the
thermal expansion of cylinders and engine heads. The above problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.11 is a mathematically simplified version of a thermoelastic
contact model in prestressed duplex tubes of a heat-exchange in the
w x w xExperimental Breeder Reactor II 15 . We refer the readers to 14, 15 and
the references therein for the details of mathematical modelling and
related issues in applications.
Mathematically, the thermoelastic contact on one unit disc was studied
w xin 17 , where the author formulated the problem as a singular parabolic
equation for the temperature field u after the decoupling, and then
showed that the problem is well-posed in a weighted Sobolev space
provided that physical parameters are small enough. The problem is also
w xconsidered recently in 4 where the authors found that the problem is
well-posed for all physical parameters.
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The one dimensional quasi-static thermoelastic contact of two rods
 .  . w xsimilar to the problem 1.1 ] 1.11 has been investigated recently in 2 and
w xsome numerical experiments are given in 6 . As for the one rod contact
w xproblem the authors of 2 decoupled temperatures from the displacements
so that the temperatures alone satisfy a nonlocal nonlinear parabolic
system, based on which the well-posedness of the problem was studied
 .under very restricted assumptions on the data smooth and physical
parameters small and certain balance with the sizes of the solid bars
. w xconsidered . The author of 10 employed a different method and obtained
optimal results concerning the existence, uniqueness, and continuous de-
pendence of the solution upon the data; that is, the smoothness of the data
and the smallness of the parameters and balance with the sizes of the solid
bars are not needed.
w xIn this paper we first follow the idea of 2, 6 to decouple the system
 .  .1.1 ] 1.11 into one nonlocal and nonlinear parabolic system for the
i .temperature fields u r, t , i s 1, 2, and give the explicit expressions of the
i . i .displacements u r, t , i s 1, 2, in term of the temperature fields u r, t ,
i s 1, 2. Second a transformation is introduced to reduce the nonlocal
system for the temperatures into a standard homogeneous parabolic sys-
tem with nonlocal and nonlinear boundary conditions. The well-posedness
wof the resultant system is then proved using the standard procedure 3, 8,
x i  i.9 , and thus the well-posedness of u and u follows from the equivalence
of two systems and decoupling procedures.
wFor the thermoelastic contact of one rod we refer the readers to 1, 5, 7,
x13, 16, 17 for the details of mathematical formulations and analysis. A
w xsimilar problem can also be found in 7, 11 .
2. THE DECOUPLED SYSTEM
In this section we will decouple the temperatures u i from the displace-
i  .  .  .ments u u s 1, 2 in the system 1.1 ] 1.11 . In doing so we follow the
w xidea initiated in 2 .
 .For i s 1, we integrate 1.1 from r to r to obtain that1
1 1
1 1 1 1ru r , t s ru y a u q a u r , t , 2.1 .  .  .  . . r 1 1r  5r r rsr1
 .and then, integrate after multiplying 2.1 by r from 0 to r that1
r1 11 1 1 1r u r , t s R ru y a u q a ru r , t dr , 2.2 .  .  .  .Hr1 1 1 1 1 5r rsr 01
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2  .  .where R s r r2. It is now easy to see from substituting 2.2 into 2.11 1
that
r1 1 11 1 1 1ru r , t s r u r , t y a ru r , t dr q a u r , t . 2.3 .  .  .  .  . . H1 1 1 1r  5r R 01
 .  .  .Thus, one finds from 1.8 , 1.10 , and 2.3 that
rb 1 q a r . 11 1 11 1s r , t s u r , t y a ru r , t dr .  .  .H1 1 1 5R 2 01
F 0, 0 - t - T , 2.4 .
which indicates that
r2 a 111 1u r , t F ru r , t dr , 0 - t - T . 2.5 .  .  .H1 1 q a r . 01 1
 .  .From 2.3 and 1.11 , it follows that
r2 a 111 2 1 1u r , t y u r , t y g u r , t y ru r , t dr .  .  .  . . H1 1 1 51 q a r . 01 1
s 0, 0 - t - T , 2.6 .
 .  .  .and hence, we have from 1.9 and 2.5 ] 2.6 that
r2 a 111 1 2u r , t s min ru r , t dr , u r , t q g , 0 - t - T . .  .  .H1 1 51 q a r . 01 1
2.7 .
 . .  4Here A F B, A F C and A y B A y C s 0 m A s min B, C was
used.
 .Similarly, for i s 2, it follows from integrating 1.1 from r to 1 that
1 1
2 2 2 2ru r , t s ru y a u q a u r , t , 2.8 .  .  .  . . r 2 2r  5r r rs1
 .and then from r to 1, upon multiplying 2.8 by r, that2
1 12 2 2 2yr u r , t s R ru y a u q a ru r , t dr , 2.9 .  .  .  .Hr2 2 2 2 2 5r rrs1 2
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 2 .  .  .  .  .where R s 1 y r r2. Again, we find from 2.8 ] 2.9 and 1.8 ] 1.102 2
that
yb 1 y a R q r 2 . 12 2 2 2 2 2s r , t s u r , t q a ru r , t dr .  .  .H2 1 2 2 5R r r2 2 2
F 0, 0 - t - T , 2.10 .
or equivalently,
a r 12 22 2u r , t G y ru r , t dr . 2.11 .  .  .H2 2r q 1 y a R . r2 2 2 2
 .  .Thus, it follows from 1.11 and 2.10 that
a r 12 21 2 2 2u r , t y u r , t y g u r , t q ru r , t dr .  .  .  . 4 H1 1 2 2 5r q 1 q a R . r2 2 2 2
s 0, 2.12 .
and then,
ya r 12 22 1 2u r , t s max u r , t y g , ru r , t dr , .  .  .H2 1 2 5r q 1 y a R . r2 2 2 2
0 - t - T . 2.13 .
 . .  4Here A G B, A G C and A y B A y C s 0 m A s max B, C was
used.
 .  .  .Now it is easy to see from 1.10 , 2.4 , and 2.10 that
r2 a 11 1u r , t y ru r , t dr .  .H1 1 q a r . 01 1
a r 12 22 2s yl u r , t q ru r , t dr , 0 - t - T , .  .H2 2 5r q 1 y a R . r2 2 2 2
2.14 .
where
b R 1 y a R q r 2 .2 1 2 2 2
l s ) 0. 2.15 . 5b R r r 1 q a .1 2 1 2 1
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If we let
2 a a r1 2 2
A s , A s 2.16 .1 2 21 q a r r q 1 y a R .  .1 1 2 2 2
 .  .  .then 2.7 , 2.13 ] 2.14 can be written in the compact form:
r11 2 1u r , t s min u r , t q g , A ru r , t dr , 0 - t - T , 2.17 .  .  .  .H1 1 1 5
0
12 1 2u r , t s max u r , t y g , yA ru r , t dr , 0 - t - T , .  .  .H2 1 2 5
r2
2.18 .
r 111 1 2 2u r , t y A ru r , t dr s yl u r , t q A ru r , t dr , .  .  .  .H H1 1 2 2 5
0 r2
0 - t - T . 2.19 .
 .  .  .Now we substitute 2.3 and 2.17 into 1.2 for i s 1 to obtain that
u 1r1 1c q d a u y u q .1 1 1 t r r /r
ryd d 11 1 1s r u r , t y a ru r , t dr .  .H1 1 1 5R dt 01
rd a d 11 1 1s ru r , t dr .HR dt 01
rd r d 11 1 2 1y min u r , t q g , A ru r , t dr .  .H2 1 5R dt 01
rd a y A r d . 11 1 1 1 1s ru r , t dr .HR dt 01
rd r d 11 1 2 1y min u r , t q g y A ru r , t dr , 0 . 2.20 .  .  .H2 1 5R dt 01
 4  4Here min C, D s D q min C y D, 0 was used.
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2 . r1 1 .  .Now, if u r , t q g y A H ru r, t dr F 0, then we find from 2.172 1 0
1 . 2 .  .that u r , t s u r , t q g, which together with 2.19 implies that1 2
r12 1u r , t q g y A ru r , t dr .  .H2 1
0
rl 11 1 2s g y A ru r , t dr y A ru r , t dr , 0 - t - T , .  .H H1 2 51 q l 0 r2
2.21 .
 . 2 .where l is defined in 2.15 . On the other hand, if u r , t q g y2
r1 1 .  .  . 1 .A H ru r, t dr ) 0, we have from 2.17 ] 2.19 that u r , t s1 0 1
r1 1 . 2 . 1 2 . 1 .A H ru r, t dr and u r , t s yA H ru r, t dr and u r , t s1 0 2 2 r 12r1 1 .A H ru r, t dr. We therefore conclude that1 0
r12 1min u r , t q g y A ru r , t dr , 0 .  .H2 1 5
0
rl 11 1 2s min g y A ru r , t dr y A ru r , t dr , 0 , .  .H H1 2 51 q l 0 r2
0 - t - T . 2.22 .
 .  .  .Similarly, we find from 1.2 , 2.17 ] 2.19 for i s 2 that
u 2r2 2c q d a u y u q .2 2 2 t r r /r
d a y A r d . 12 2 2 2 2s ru r , t dr .HR dt r2 2
d r d 12 2 1 2q max u r , t y g q A ru r , t dr , 0 2.23 .  .  .H1 2 5R dt r2 2
and
11 2max u r , t y g q A ru r , t dr , 0 .  .H1 2 5
r2
ry1 11 1 2s min g y A ru r , t dr y A ru r , t dr , 0 , .  .H H1 2 51 q l 0 r2
0 - t - T . 2.24 .
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Hence, we see now from the above derivations that u 1 and u 2 satisfy
u 1r2 1c q d a u y u q .1 1 1 t r r /r
rd a y A r d . 11 1 1 1 1s ru r , t dr .HR dt 01
d r l d1 1 1q max I Q , 0 , in Q , 2.25 4 .  .TR 1 q l dt .1
u 2r2 2c q d a u y u q .2 2 2 t r r /r
d a y A r d . 12 2 2 2 2s ru r , t dr .HR dt r2 2
d r d2 2 2q max I Q , 0 , in Q , 2.26 4 .  .TR 1 q l dt .2
u 1 r , 0 s f r , 0 - r - r , u 2 r , 0 s f r , r - r - 1, .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
2.27 .
u 1 0, t s 0, mu 2 1, t q nu 2 1, t s f t , 0 - t - T , 2.28 .  .  .  .  .r r
k u 1 r , t s k u 2 r , t , 0 - t - T , 2.29 .  .  .1 r 1 2 r 2
yk u 1 r , t s k u 2 r , t y u 1 r , t , 0 - t - T , 2.30 .  .  .  . .1 r 1 2 1
 .  1 2 .where the integral operator I ? is defined for Q s u , u by
r 11 1 2I Q s A ru r , t dr q A ru r , t dr y g , 0 - t - T . 2.31 .  .  .  .H H1 2
0 r2
1 2  .  .Once u and u are found, it is easy to see from 2.17 and 2.22 that
r l11 1u r , t s A ru r , t dr y max I Q , 0 , 2.32 4 .  .  .  .H1 1 1 q l0
 .and from 2.3 for 0 - r - r and 0 - t - T that1
r ra r r A y a . 11 1 1 11 1 1u r , t s ru r , t dr q ru r , t dr .  .  .H H2r r0 01
rl
y max I Q , 0 . 2.33 4 .  .
r 1 q l .1
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 .  .Similarly, we have from 2.18 and 2.24 that
112 2u r , t s yA ru r , t dr q max I Q , 0 , 2.34 4 .  .  .  .H2 2 1 q lr2
 .and from 2.8 for r - r - 1 and 0 - t - T that2
ya 1 r 1 y r 2 A .1 12 2 22 2 2u r , t s ru r , t dr q a y ru r , t dr .  .  .H H2 2 /r r 1 y rr r2 2
r 1 y r 2 .2y max I Q , 0 . 2.35 4 .  .2r 1 q l 1 y r .  .2
3. AN EQUIVALENT SYSTEM
w xFollowing the idea of 4, 10 , we will in this section, instead of studying
 .  .  .  .the system 2.25 ] 2.30 directly, transform the system 2.25 ] 2.30 into a
system of parabolic equations with nonlocal and nonlinear boundary
conditions. For this purpose we let
1 d r l1 1
r s , i s 1, 2, C s ,i 1c q d a c q d a 1 q l .  .i i i 1 1 1
d r2 2
C s , 3.1 .2 c q d a 1 q l .  .2 2 2
d a y A r d a y A r .  .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
B s , B s , 3.2 .1 2c q d a c q d a1 1 1 2 2 2
 .  .  .where A and A are defined in 2.16 . Then, one finds from 2.25 ] 2.301 2
i  .that the u i s 1, 2 satisfy
u i B dr ii i 1u y r u q s ru r , t dr .Ht i r r /r R dt Ii i
C di iq max I Q , 0 , in Q , 3.3 4 .  .TR dti
 .  .where I s 0, r and I s r , 1 .1 1 2 2
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i  .Let now W i s 1, 2 be defined by
B Ci ii i iW r , t s u r , t y ru r , t dr y max I Q , 0 , 3.4 4 .  .  .  .  .HR RIi ii
i  i i . ithen, we see that W y r W q W rr s 0, in Q , i s 1, 2. In order tot i r r T
find the corresponding initial and boundary conditions for W 1 and W 2, we
need the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.1. Assume that A , B , and C i s 1, 2 are such thati i i
2 A Ci i
B / 1, i s 1, 2, Q s 1 y ) 0. 3.5 .i 1 y Biis1
 .Then the unique in¨erse of 3.4 is gi¨ en by
B Ci ii i iu r , t sW y rW r , t dry max J W , 0 , 4 .  .  .H1 y B R Q 1 y B R .  .Ii i i ii
3.6 .
 .  1 24for i s 1, 2, where the integral operator J ? is defined for W s W , W by
A A1 21 2J W s rW r , t dr q rW r , t dt y g . 3.7 .  .  .  .H H1 y B 1 y BI I1 21 2
 .Proof. First, it follows from multiplying 3.4 by r and integrating the
resultant equations on I thati
rW idt s 1 y B ru 1 r , t dr y C max I Q , 0 4 .  .  .H Hi i
I Ii i
 .which implies that 3.4 is equivalent to
Bii i iW r , t q rW r , t dr s u r , t .  .  .H1 y B R . Ii i i
Ciy max I Q , 0 , 4 .
1 y B R .i i
3.8 .
provided that B / 1 for i s 1, 2.i
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 .  .Now assuming that I Q ) 0, we find from applying the operator I ? to
 .3.8 that
2 2A B A Ci i i iiI W q rW r , t dr s 1 y I Q , 3.9 .  .  .  . H  /1 y B 1 y Bii iiis1 is1
 .  .or equivalently with a simple calculation that J W s QI Q . Thus we find
that
I Q ) 0 if and only if J W ) 0 .  .
provided that Q ) 0. Hence Lemma 3.1 is proved. Q.E.D.
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.1. Under assumption 3.5 , the system 2.25 ] 2.30 is equi¨ a-
 1 24lent to the problem of finding W s W , W such that
W i s r W i q W irr , in Qi , i s 1, 2, 3.10 . .t i r r T
B Ci iiW r , 0 s f r y rf r dr y max I F , 0 , r g I , 4 .  .  .  .Hi i iR RIi ii
3.11 .
W 1 0, t s 0, mW 2 1, t q n J W , 1 s f t , 0 - t - T , 3.12 .  .  .  .  .r r 2
k W 1 r , t s k J W , r y J W , r , 0 - t - T , 3.13 .  .  .  . .1 r 1 1 1 2 2
k W 2 r , t s yk J W , r y J W , r , 0 - t - T , 3.14 .  .  .  . .2 r 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .  1 24where F s f , f and J ?, r , i s 1, 2, are defined for W s W , W by1 2 i
Bii iJ W , r s W r , t y rW r , t dr .  .  .Hi 1 y B R . Ii i i
Ciy max J W , 0 , 3.15 4 .  .
Q 1 y B R .i i
i i  .  .  .and W and u i s 1, 2 are related by 3.4 and 3.6 .
Proof. See Lemma 3.1. Q.E.D.
If we let
B A Ci i i
L s max 1 q q 3.16 . 51 y B R 1 y B QRis1, 2  .  .i i i i
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 1 2 .then, we see for any W s W , W , j s 1, 2, thatj j j
J W , r y J W , r .  .i 1 i 2
2
j j j j< < < <F L W r , t y W r , t q r W y W dr 3.17 .  .  . H1 2 1 2 5Ijjs1
for i s 1, 2.
 .  .  .Equation 3.17 and system 3.10 ] 3.14 motivate us to consider a more
 .  .general problem which takes the system 3.10 ] 3.14 as a special case.
This will be given in Section 4.
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS
In this section we shall study a more general system of parabolic
 .  .equations which in fact takes the system 3.10 ] 3.14 as a special case.
 .  .The well-posedness of system 2.25 ] 2.30 follows once the existence and
uniqueness of the general system are proved.
 4MWe consider the problem of finding U s u such thatk ks1
­ uk k kq A u s 0, in Q , 4.1 .k T­ t
u x , t s f x , x g V 4.2 .  .  .k k k
­ uk kq B u s F x , t , U L x , U dx , on ­ V = 0, T , 4.3 .  .  .Hk k k k /­ n Vk
k  . n  .where Q s V = 0, T , T ) 0, V ; R n G 1 with smooth boundaryT k k
 .­ V ; f , B , and F x, t, p, q are known smooth functions withk k k k
 . nF x, t, p, q Lipschitz continuous in p, q g R ,k
M
M
k kU dx s u dx , U L x s u L x , 4.4 .  . 5 .H H k j j 5 js1
V Vk ks1
where Lk: ­ V ª ­ V are continuous mappings for all j, k s 1, . . . , M,j k j
and
n ­ ­
k k kA s y a q a , k s 1, . . . , M , 4.5 . i , j­ x ­ xi ji , js1
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are stronger elliptic operators with smooth coefficients, and
n­ u ­ uk kk ks y a cos x , n q a , k s 1, . . . , M , 4.6 .  . i , j i k­ n ­ xk ji , js1
where n is the outer-normal directions on ­ V .k k
 .Remark. In 4.3 , if some of ­ V have two piece boundaries, ­ V sk k
D N D N  4­ V j ­ V , k s 1, 2, . . . , m, such that ­ V l ­ V s f , then the fol-k k k k
lowing boundary conditions can be imposed for u ,k
u x , t s G x , t , U dx , on ­ V D = 0, T , 4.7 .  .  .Hk k k /
V
­ uk k Nq B u s F x , t , U L x , U dx , on ­ V = 0, T , 4.8 .  .  .Hk k k k /­ n Vk
 .where G x, t, q is Lipschitz continuous for k s 1, 2, . . . , m.k
We now have the following general result.
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that the data are smooth and satisfy the compati-
 .  .   .  .  .bility conditions at t s 0. Then the problem 4.1 ] 4.3 or 4.1 ] 4.2 , 4.3
 .  . .for k s m, m q 1, . . . , M and 4.7 ] 4.8 for k s 1, 2, . . . , m possesses the
2, 1 k .unique solution u g C Q , k s 1, 2, . . . , M, which is continuously de-k T
pendent upon the data.
 .  . 0   .4Proof. First let us consider the problem 4.1 ] 4.3 . Let U s f xk
 l4and U , l s 1, 2, . . . be defined by
­ ulk k l kq A u s 0, in Q , 4.9 .k T­ t
ul x , t s f x , x g V 4.10 .  .  .k k k
­ ulk l ly1 k ly1q B u s F x , t , U L x , U dx , on ­ V = 0, T . .  .Hk k k k /­ n Vk
4.11 .
w xIt follows from the standard theory for parabolic equations 6, 7 that
l M M k 2, 1 k l 4  .  .u is well-defined in  C Q l C Q , and u can be repre-k ks1 ks1 T T k
sented by
ul s G k x , j , t , 0 f j dj .  .Hk k
Vk
t k l kq G x , j , t , t C j , t dS dt in V , 4.12 .  .  .HH k j T
0 ­ V k
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l .where C x, t is the solution of the Volterra systemk
tl k l kC x , t s N x , j , t , t C j , t dS dt q 2 H , .  .  .HHk k j
0 ­ V k
on ­ V = 0, T , 4.13 .  .k
with
­ G k
k kN x , t , j , t s x , t , j , t q B G x , t , j , t 4.14 .  .  .  .k­ nk
H k s N k x , j , t , 0 f j dj y F x , t , U ly1 Lk x , U ly1dx , .  .  .H Hk k  /
V Vk
4.15 .
and where G k is the fundamental solutions for the k th equation defined in
w x8, 9 .
Let z l s ul y uly1 and F l y C l y C ly1, k s 1, 2, . . . , M and l sk k k k k k
w x1, 2, . . . . we find from the standard potential estimates for G 6, 7 and
 .  .4.12 ] 4.13 that there exists some C ) 0, independent of k, l and the
data,
l M5 5C ?, t .t `kl ly15 5 5 5C ?, t F C dt q C z ?, t 4.16 .  .  .` H `k k’t y t0 ks1
and
5 l 5F ?, t .t `kl5 5z ?, t F C dt 4.17 .  .` Hk ’t y t0
 .for l s 2, 3, . . . and k s 1, 2, . . . , M, and where for ¨ x, t defined on
 . 5  .5 <  . <  .S = 0, T , ¨ ?, t s max ¨ x, t for t g 0, T .` x g S
l l k .  .  4  4  .It is easy to see from 4.16 ] 4.17 that u and C are Cauchy in C Qk k T
 w x.and C ­ V = 0, T for k s 1, . . . , M. Hence, there exists u and C suchk k k
l k l .  w x.that u ª u g C Q and C ª C g C ­ V = 0, T uniformly as l ªk k T k k k
 .  .`, and u and C satisfies 4.12 ] 4.15 with l removed, and alsok k
 .  .  .  .4.9 ] 4.11 . Equations 4.16 ] 4.17 also indicate that the solution de-
 .  .  .pends continuously upon the data. The case of 4.1 ] 4.2 and 4.3 for
 .  .4.3 for k s m, m q 1, . . . , M and 4.4 for k s 1, 2, . . . , m can be proved
in the same way. Q.E.D.
Remark. If the data are not compatible at t s 0, Theorem 3.1 still
 k . 1 k .holds with solution u g C Q l L Q , k s 1, 2, . . . , M. That is, it cank T T
 k4M M 1 k .be shown that u is Cauchy in  L Q .ks1 ks1 T
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 .  .THEOREM 4.2. The system 3.10 ] 3.14 possesses a unique solution
which is continuously dependent upon the data.
 .  .Proof. If we write the system 3.10 ] 3.14 in Cartesian coordinates, we
i i i 1 1  . 2 2find that W y r DW s 0 in V , where V s V = 0, T , V s V =t i T T T
1 1 2 2 .  < 5 5 4  < 5 5 4 5 5 ’0, T , V s x x - r and V s x r - x - 1 and x s x q x1 2 1 2
2  .in R , and that J W, r , j s 1, 2, are Lipschitz continuous. Thus, it is aj
special case of Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D.
 .  .THEOREM 4.3. The problem 1.1 ] 1.11 has a unique solution which is
continuously dependent upon the data.
Proof. We see from Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.1, Theorem 4.2, and the
decoupling procedures in Section 2 that it is sufficient to verify that the
 .  .  .  .assumption 3.5 is valid. We have from 2.16 and 3.1 ] 3.2 that
2 a d r l a d 2 l1 1 1 1 1
A C s s ,1 1 1 q a r c q d a 1 q l c q d a 1 q a 1 q l .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4.18 .
a r d r2 2 2 2
A C s2 2 2 c q d a 1 q lr q 1 y a R  .  . . 2 2 22 2 2
a d r 2 12 2 2s , 4.19 .2c q d a 1 q lr q 1 y a R .2 2 2 2 2 2
d a y A r d a 1 y a .1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 y B s 1 y s 1 q , 4.20 .1 c q d a c q d a 1 q a1 1 1 1 1 1 1
d a y A r d a 1 y a R .  .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 y B s 1 y s 1 y ,2 2c q d a c q d a r q 1 y a R .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4.21 .
thus, we find for all parameters that 1 y B ) 0, 1 y B ) 0, and1 2
A C A C1 1 2 2q
1 y B 1 y B1 2
y1a d 2 l d a 1 y a1 1 1 1 1s 1 q 5  5c q d a 1 q a 1 q l c q d a 1 q a1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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a d r 2 12 2 2
= 2 5c q d a 1 q lr q 1 y a R .2 2 2 2 2 2
y1
d a 1 y a R .2 2 2 2
= 1 y 2 5c q d a r q 1 y a R .2 2 2 2 2 2
y11 y a 1 y a l1 1s A* q A* 1 q A* 5  51 q a 1 q a 1 q l1 1
1 y a R .2 2q B* y B* 2 5r q 1 y a R .2 2 2
y11 y a R 1 .2 2
= 1 y B* 2 5 1 q lr q 1 y a R .2 2 2
1 1
- q s 1, 4.22 .
1 q l 1 q l
where
a d a d1 1 2 2
A* s - 1, B* s - 1. 4.23 .
c q d a c q d a1 1 1 2 2 2
 .Hence, 3.5 is valid and theorem 4.3 is proved. Q.E.D.
i iParabolic-Elliptic System for u and u , i s 1, 2
Stage I Signorini Contact Boundary Conditions
1 2 .  .u r , t F u r , t q g, etc.1 2
i iDecoupling u from u , i s 1, 2
iStage II Nonlocal Parabolic System for u , i s 1, 2
Standard boundary conditions
iStandard Parabolic System for W , i s 1, 2
i i .Stage III via a transformation u into W , i s 1, 2
iNonlocal boundary conditions for W , i s 1, 2
We see from the above diagram that Stage I is the mathematical model
 . w xignoring the inertial effects . The authors of 1, 2, 6, 14, 15, 16 introduced
the decoupling procedure and studied the contact problem in Stage II,
which in general simplifies the problem but does not give the best results
due to the mathematical settings and methods employed therein. An
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w xadditional transformation is introduced in 4 and in this paper which put
the contact problem into Stage III}homogeneous parabolic system with
nonlocal boundary conditions. This last Stage III equivalent to Stage I and
.Stage II , in this author's opinion, places the problem into the best possible
form so that the standard theory of parabolic problems can be applied
effectively regarding the questions of existence, uniqueness, and continu-
ous dependence of the solution upon the data.
w xAll previous work 1, 2, 6, 13, 14, 17 and the references therein have
some kind of restrictions on the physical parameters a , c , d being smalli i i
.in some sense , here we have demonstrated by the technique above that all
the restrictions mentioned are purely due to the methods used there. In
fact the original physical model setting is well-posed with respect to all
 .physical parameters because of 4.23 as demonstrated in this paper.
Even through the problem considered in this paper may not be as
practical as any real situation in applications, the analysis itself is of great
interest mathematically.
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